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Introduction to MapR Converged Data Platform (Karl Harrocks, MapR)
 MapR Converged Data Platform
o MapRFS, MapR DB, MapR Streams – Solution Overview
o Why MapR is Different – MapR was engineered for the data
center with IT operations in mind. MapR enables big data apps
using Hadoop, Spark, and more to serve business-critical
needs that cannot afford to lose data, must run on a 24x7 basis,
require immediate recovery from node and site failures – all
with a smaller data center footprint. MapR supports these
capabilities for the broadest set of data applications from batch
analytics to interactive querying and real-time streaming.
 MapR Use Cases – In Production
o Use Case #1 - Exploration and production optimization, identify
new revenue yielding opportunities and maximize revenue from
existing sources
o Use Case #2 - Avoid oil well failure to reduce costly downtime,
predictive analytics on oil well operations enabling proactive
repairs prior to failure
o Use Case #3 – Smart Meter Analytics, make more accurate
operational decisions including smart meter data

Cost Effective Data Archiving and Reporting with Big Data Tools and
the Cloud (Tim Morgan, Sullexis)
Learn how Sullexis helped a large oilfield services company rapidly archive
structured and unstructured data from 5 different ERP systems into one
unified view. Leveraging the client’s existing BI tools for compliance,
regulatory and operational reporting.
MapR Demo (JC Romanda, MapR)

Data Exploration and BI with Apache Drill
Apache Drill is an open source, low-latency query engine that delivers
secure and interactive SQL analytics at petabyte scale. With the ability to
discover schemas on-the-fly, Drill is a pioneer in delivering self-service data
exploration capabilities on data stored in multiple formats in files or NoSQL
databases.
In this demo, see how Drill on the MapR Converged Data Platform is
extremely easy to get started and seamlessly connects with existing BI
tools.
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